
Stunning Storefronts 
Pre-glazed impact storefront systems from Aldora are engineered to 

the highest design pressures, offer large panels and meet rigorous 

building codes. We also provide non-impact glass storefronts to suit 

building applications from car dealerships to shopping centers. 

Versatile Solutions
With pre-glazed systems that are factory wet-sealed 

and a variety of energy-efficient glass options, 

Aldora can meet any custom project need.

• Hurricane resistance

• Theft protection

• Commercial and residential fixed windows 

• Flood resistance (with external engineering)

Statement-Worthy 
Glass Storefront 
Systems

Pre-glazed storefront systems  
open new possibilities.

ONE LESS WORRY
Less fabrication labor with pre-glazed 

impact storefront products.

SIMPLE INSPECTIONS 

Our products are Miami-Dade and/or Florida State 

building code approved. Factory fabrication ensures 

products comply with engineered approvals. 

RELIABLE SUPPLY AND 
TROUBLESHOOTING 
From consistent lead times and quality glass to project-

specific problem solving, we help your project run right.
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Statement-Worthy 
Glass Storefront 
Systems



Why RapidGlaze?
Fast-track your build timelines and get 

higher quality systems, factory assembled to 

manufacturer specifications and glazed in a 

controlled environment.

3-Step Pre-glazing
We deliver it all with proven speed, quality and reduced labor time.

Manufacturing Facilities

Coral Springs, FL   |   Atlanta, GA   |   Louisville, KY 
Charleston, SC   |   Miami, FL   |   Orlando, FL

Buy-in to dry-in, our end-to-end pre-glazing 
process delivers time savings and quality.

QUALITY ADVANTAGES
Prevent leaks and install headaches 

with precision aluminum cutting and 

a controlled environment for frame 

sealant and silicone.

JOBSITE DELIVERY
Moffett-equipped trucks provide 

manpower and stage materials in 

front of openings.

EASY POSITIONING
Less handling, damage and safety 

risks with an optional all-terrain 

glass lifter.

The RapidGlaze Difference
Shave up to 12 days off your build time with the 

RapidGlaze pre-glazing process.

Glass Glazing—Done and Delivered
From Buy-in to Dry-in, Aldora’s revolutionary factory-glazing process 

accelerates the build cycle and delivers higher quality storefront projects 

versus traditional field glazing. Conquer the skilled labor shortage while 

also saving critical path time with each step. Put this long-accepted 

curtain wall standard to work for your next storefront project.

START

DRY-IN

5 WEEKS

DRY-IN

8 WEEKS

Traditional Process

RapidGlaze Process

Introducing RapidGlaze
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